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Abstract
Exhaustively listing the software and hardware components of an information system is non-trivial.
This makes it even harder to analyze the risk created by a vulnerability disclosure in the context of a
specific information system. Instead of basing the risk analysis of a newly disclosed vulnerability on a
possibly obsolete list of components, we focus on the security team members tasked with protecting the
information system, by studying how Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) and their subordinates
actually react to vulnerability disclosures. We propose to use active learning to extract the conscious and
unconscious knowledge of an information system’s security team in order to automate the risk analysis
of a newly disclosed vulnerability for a specific information system to be defended.
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1. Introduction

Disclosure is the most critical part of a vulnerability life cycle. Bilge et al. [1] showed a five
orders of magnitude increase in the usage of vulnerabilities before and after their disclosure. In
the midst of this increasing risk, most standard defense mechanisms do not work at disclosure:
software patches have not been deployed and sometimes are not even available yet. Security
experts do not understand the vulnerability well enough to author a proper signature rule for
an IDS at this early stage. These factors contribute in making the disclosure a dangerous time,
leaving many systems vulnerable in practice.

We propose an automated system evaluating, for a newly disclosed vulnerability, the necessity
to alert an on-call security operator regarding a new risk in the context of a specific information
system to be defended. To this end we intend to let an expert (a CISO or her subordinates)
participate in the training of the prediction system by annotating past vulnerabilities to indicate
whether she would have wished being alerted about a similar recent disclosure. Unlike a
SIEM [2], our system does not need to be connected to the monitored information system, as we
focus exclusively on public events (vulnerability disclosures) and how they match our expert’s
interests. We should however fulfill the following constraints:
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1. We want to make the best use of past historical vulnerability data in order to predict how
to react to future vulnerabilities.

2. We want to make the best use of the limited time of security experts by allocating a fixed
annotation budget for the training and selecting the most relevant vulnerabilities to be
annotated.

3. In order to keep the operator’s trust in the prediction system we want both the vulnera-
bility selection process during the training stage, and the vulnerability analysis process
during the inference stage, to be explicable.

In Section 2 we discuss background and related work. In Section 3 we present our approach.
In Section 4 we propose a preliminary evaluation of our technique. We discuss our results in
Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2. Background and Related Work

The process of disclosing new vulnerabilities is coordinated by the Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) system overseen by Mitre’s Corporation [3]. Newly disclosed vulnerabilities
are first published on the CVE List data feed (managed by Mitre) then forwarded to other
security databases such as NIST’s NVD database [4] or SCAP data feeds [5]. Only then they
will be annotated by multiple security experts. As of September 2021, more than 160 000
vulnerabilities have been disclosed by CVE and analyzed by NVD. This has allowed the research
community to explore the vulnerability life cycle at scale [6, 7, 8, 9] and converge on three
insights. First, the relationship between attacks and vulnerabilities follows a power-law, with a
minority of vulnerabilities being exploited in a majority of attacks, and most vulnerabilities
never being exploited at all [10, 11]. The actual rate of vulnerability exploitation has been
subject to discussion, with figures going from 15 % [10] to 1.3 % [12] having been reported in
the literature. Second, too many vulnerabilities are disclosed at any time for them to be treated
with an equal level of urgency. More than 18000 vulnerabilities were disclosed by CVE [3] in
2018 and 2019, around 50 vulnerabilities per day on average. Prioritization is required. Third,
as mentioned in Section 1, usage of a vulnerability in the wild can increase as high as five orders
of magnitude between before and after vulnerability disclosure [1].

These three facts taken together led the community to a conclusion: vulnerability exploitation
in the wild, both in the present and the future, is the most important property of a vulnerability
to predict. By properly predicting exploitation in the wild, one can efficiently prioritize limited
mitigation resources while still preventing most attacks. Starting from 2010, most efforts in the
community were devoted to finding accurate predictors of exploitation, with attempts focusing
on CVSS [13, 14, 15, 16], OSVDB [17, 18], exploit black-markets [16], social networks [12, 19]
and online forums [20]. These prediction efforts culminated with the release in 2019 of the
Exploit Predicting Scoring System (EPSS) [21], which uses many data sources to train a regression
model answering a simple question: what is the probability of a vulnerability being exploited in
the wild in the twelve months following its disclosure?

All of these models are based on data usually generated after disclosure, such as human
discussion or exploit trading happening after the vulnerability has already gone public for some
time. While some of these models can provide reasonable results days after the disclosure,
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the ability to predict the danger posed by a vulnerability in the minutes or seconds after its
disclosure has not improved significantly. This is a problem as some major vulnerabilities
such as Shellshock [22] were exploited within one hour of their disclosure. Therefore our own
previous work [23] has focused on predicting multiple properties of a vulnerability, such as
the affected software [24] or its CVSS vector [25] immediately after disclosure. Moreover, for
a specific organization, exploitation in the wild is not a sufficient criterion to act, as many
vulnerabilities affect software that is not used in the organization’s information systems.

Cataloging an information system exhaustively is hard. Software has many forms and many
locations: while software binaries reside on hard disks, firmware is embedded inside hardware,
and uncompiled source code can be interpreted at run time. Software can be downloaded on
the fly over the network without touching the disk, such as when browsing the web with
Javascript enabled. Hardware can be vulnerable [26][27] and is not easily updated or replaced.
Databases such as the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) [28] (which references all software
and hardware ever affected by a vulnerability) can in theory be used to track and monitor all
these components but in practice discrepancies between the real world and CPE entries (which
are authored manually) quickly accumulate to the point of becoming unmanageable [29]. This
problem also impacts software versioning: as an example the Debian security team [30] is
known to backport security fixes into Debian packages without waiting for official releases
of the upstream software, creating a Debian-specific version number while doing so. While
this practice should be lauded for improving the timeliness of Debian security updates, it adds
confusion about how a given version of a software is supposed to behave.

The evolution of cybersecurity threats led organizations to pursue continuous protection
through the creation of Security Operation Centers (SOCs) dedicated to ensuring their ongoing
safety. Ideally, every organization would benefit from being protected by a SOC, either internal
or outsourced. However, this is a challenging goal in practice, as hiring security analysts is
difficult and expensive [31, 32] and the profession has a documented history of elevated stress
and burnout [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Therefore, at a global level it is neither possible to hire more
security analysts nor to give them much more work to do. These facts taken together mean
that the human component of cybersecurity defense is globally saturated, and the only way to
meet the ever-increasing demand for real-time cybersecurity defense is through automation.
Active learning [38] is a hybrid class of machine learning where training is an interactive

process between an automated learner and an oracle such as a human expert. The learner starts
with a set of unlabeled data. It then has to solve two learning problems: the first is to select
the next sample to be submitted to the oracle for labeling, and then to use both the labeled and
unlabeled data to make predictions. An important characteristic of active learning is training
interactivity: each label provided by the oracle should impact which sample should be submitted
next. Active learning is an interesting choice for information security as the same channel
between the learner and the oracle can be used for both training and evaluation: once the
system is trained, random unlabeled samples can be sent to both the learner and the oracle to
compare their answers. The oracle, the learner, the data and its annotations can all remain in
one security context, avoiding the need to share sensitive datasets between multiple security
contexts. An example of active learning for security is ILAB [39], a framework designed by
Beaugnon et al aiming to facilitate the annotation of intrusion detection datasets.
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Figure 1: Proposed active learning architecture to estimate the risk-level evolution.

3. Proposed Approach

We propose an active learning architecture based on the work by Settles et al [42], which we
selected because of its simplicity and explicability properties. Our architecture is depicted
in Figure 1. It is composed of a training phase during which an expert and the system train
together and an inference phase during which the system monitors new vulnerabilities and
evaluates the risk that they create. Since the active learning architecture originally proposed by
Settles et al is deterministic and only handles static datasets, we made slight modifications to
the scheme (detailed in Sections 3.6 and 3.7) to handle the dynamic nature of an ongoing flow of
vulnerability disclosures and support a controllable amount of randomness during the training
process.

During the training phase the system iteratively selects a relevant past vulnerability, submits
it to the expert through the user interface, who then annotates it by choosing an appropriate
alert level for the vulnerability. The training phase is actually split in two parts. First, the
offline training phase happens during the deployment of a production prediction system at a
fixed point in time, and lets the prediction system and the expert create together an initial
knowledge base by letting the prediction system select any past vulnerability at that point in
time, with the system having full control on the vulnerability selection process. Second, the
online training phase is a continuous interaction between the prediction system and the expert
over time, discretized into periods such as weeks. Every time a new period starts, the prediction
system iteratively selects new vulnerabilities among the ones disclosed during the last period
and makes the expert annotate them. Each of these phases has a separate annotation budget,
with the offline phase requiring a one-off effort from the expert and the online phase requiring
a continuous effort over time. These two phases of the training are important, as they allow
the prediction system to acquire both long-term context on past vulnerability data as well as
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awareness of the latest vulnerability disclosures.
Once the expert considers that the system has been made reliable enough through offline and

online training (we come back to this in Section 4), the inference phase can begin. The system
now monitors new vulnerability disclosures in near real time and chooses an appropriate alert
level for them using the knowledge base it has constructed together with the expert.

The processing of a vulnerability is made of several building blocks, some of them common
to both the training and inference phases, and some specific to one or the other, as detailed
below. During the inference phase, evaluating the risk created by a new vulnerability is done
by comparing it to similar, annotated vulnerabilities. To this end a similarity metric between
vulnerabilities is needed. This similarity metric is made possible by viewing vulnerabilities as
euclidean vectors through a featurization stage.

During the training phase, selecting relevant vulnerabilities to be annotated by the expert is
based on the same building blocks. Our similarity metric is used to compute a similarity matrix
for the entire past vulnerabilities dataset, which then lets the learning system compute an
information density metric for every past vulnerability. Selecting a vulnerability to be annotated
by the expert is done by combining this information density metric with an uncertainty metric
computed by simulating an alert decision process for every vulnerability while measuring the
confidence of the prediction.

In the rest of this section we first present the concepts necessary for both training and
inference: in Section 3.1 we describe the possible alert levels for a vulnerability and the user
interface used by the expert. In Section 3.2 we discuss the featurization stage of our architecture.
In Section 3.3 we discuss our choice of similarity metric. The actual alert decision process used
during the inference phase is then presented in Section 3.4. We finally cover the remaining
concepts necessary for the training phase. In Section 3.5 we present our choice of uncertainty
metric. We then discuss concepts proposed by Settles et al [42] that we use: first the similarity
matrix and information density metric in Section 3.6, then in Section 3.7 the process used by
the learning system to select the next vulnerability to be annotated by the expert during the
training phase.

3.1. User Interface and Alert Levels

An alert level scale is needed to let both the system and the expert translate their risk analysis
of a vulnerability into an actionable decision. The recipient of this alert is a human, so it makes
sense for the alert scale to be human-centered. We use the scale proposed by Google in their
Site Reliability Engineering doctrine [43]:

• LOG: The disclosure is logged in an activity log that can be consulted afterward, but no
alert is actively raised to a human security operator.

• TICKET: The disclosure causes the creation of a ticket in an issue tracking system. A
ticket is expected to be solved in a non-urgent manner during working hours.

• PAGE: The disclosure causes an on-call security operator to be paged immediately, even
outside regular working hours. A page is expected to be treated immediately.

As shown in Figure 2, in the training phase the system selects a vulnerability to be labeled by
the human expert then shows its description on screen. The expert then selects the alert level
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Figure 2: A screen capture of the user interface (UI) of our prototype Firres (FIRst RESponder) during
the active learning phase. For a vulnerability to be labeled, the UI displays its CVE ID, its description,
the weighted keyword list extracted from the description. The expert can then select an appropriate
alert level by entering 1 (for LOG), 2 (for TICKET) or 3 (for PAGE).

she deems the most appropriate for the vulnerability, in the context of the system she is tasked
to protect. In the inference phase, the system automatically selects the appropriate alert level
for new vulnerabilities using the same alert scale.

3.2. Vulnerability as a Euclidean Vector

In order to transform the raw description of a vulnerability into a euclidean vector, we reuse
the same keyword extraction pipeline as described in our past work [24]: we retain only words
present in past CPE URIs then weight them using an algorithm called TF-IDF [40].

TF-IDF is a numerical statistic reflecting the importance of a word in a document, in the
context of a corpus. It is defined in Equation 1 where 𝑡 is a word and 𝑑 is a document belonging
to a corpus of documents 𝐷.

TF-IDF(𝑡, 𝑑, 𝐷) = TF(𝑡, 𝑑) × IDF(𝑡, 𝐷) (1)

TF is based on the number of occurrences of the word in the document. Several formulas
have been proposed, such as using the raw count directly or treating the presence or absence of
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a word as a boolean event. Applying a logarithm on top of the raw count of occurrences has
been argued [41] to better reflect the diminishing returns of repeating the same term several
times.
IDF is defined in Equation 2:

IDF(𝑡, 𝐷) = log
|𝐷|

|𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 ∶ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑑|
(2)

where |𝐷| is the number of documents in the corpus, and |𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 ∶ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑑| is the number of
documents of the corpus containing the word 𝑡. TF-IDF therefore allows more specific words to
have a bigger impact on the mapping than common words. This weighting is then improved
using domain-specific heuristics presented in [24]. We finally use a euclidean truncation scheme
to reduce the number of non-zero components for every vector. This pipeline lets us identify
the affected software for a vulnerability in the form of a sparse euclidean vector (with a low
number of non-zero vector components). Vulnerabilities affecting the same software share
many non-zero components, making them similar in the vector space.

3.3. Measuring Vulnerability Vectors Similarity

As a similarity metric between vulnerability euclidean vectors we choose the cosine similarity
that can be computed using the formula shown in Equation 3:

cosine similarity(x,x′) =

𝑛
∑
𝑖=1

x𝑖x′𝑖

‖x‖‖x′‖
(3)

Cosine similarity returns a similarity between 0 and 1 for two vectors. Its main avantage is to
return a similarity of zero for vectors having no common non-zero components. This is helpful
to avoid creating artificial similarity between unrelated vulnerabilities. In particular, distance-
based similarity metrics tend to overestimate the similarity between vectors close to origin. In
our case, a vector close to origin indicates a vulnerability for which we have not extracted any
meaningful keyword and therefore have no strong understanding of. Therefore having two
vectors being close to origin does not necessarily means that the two related vulnerabilities
are actually similar to each other. Another advantage of cosine similarity is to not require any
hyperparameter, making it more explicable and stable than similarity metrics that do.

3.4. Alerting Decision Score

For every new vulnerability disclosure, the prediction system has to make a risk estimate by
choosing an appropriate alert level for the vulnerability, among LOG, TICKET and PAGE. In
order to do that, we had to make several hypotheses. These hypotheses can be challenged, as
we discuss in Section 5.

Our first hypothesis is that the TICKET alert level is a reasonable default reaction for a
vulnerability about which nothing is known. This is based on the assumption that security
operators are risk averse andwant to eventually review any vulnerability for which the prediction
system could not make a meaningful decision. In the light of this hypothesis, we propose an
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alert decision score in range [−1; +1]. It can be converted into an alert decision for a vulnerability
𝑣 using Equation 4.

decision(𝑣) =
⎧

⎨
⎩

𝐿𝑂𝐺, if score(𝑣) ∈ [−1; −1
3 [

𝑇 𝐼𝐶𝐾𝐸𝑇 , if score(𝑣) ∈ [−1
3 ; +

1
3 [

𝑃𝐴𝐺𝐸, if score(𝑣) ∈ [+1
3 ; +1]

(4)

Conversely, a default alert decision score is set for all annotated vulnerabilities. The alert
decision score of an annotated vulnerability 𝑎𝑣 is set following Equation 5.

score(𝑎𝑣) =
⎧

⎨
⎩

−1, if the vulnerability is annotated as LOG

0, if the vulnerability is annotated as TICKET

+1, if the vulnerability is annotated as PAGE

(5)

The formula to compute the decision score of a non-annotated vulnerability 𝑣 is shown in
Equation 6, assuming a knowledge base of 𝑘 annotated vulnerabilities 𝑎𝑣0 to 𝑎𝑣𝑘−1:

score(𝑣) =

⎧
⎪⎪

⎨
⎪⎪
⎩

𝑘−1
∑
𝑖=0

score(𝑎𝑣𝑖) × similarity(𝑣 , 𝑎𝑣𝑖)

𝑘−1
∑
𝑖=0

similarity(𝑣 , 𝑎𝑣𝑖)
, if ∃𝑖 ∈ {0, ..., 𝑘 − 1} similarity(𝑣 , 𝑎𝑣𝑖) > 0

0, otherwise

(6)

Put another way, the alert decision score is the average decision score for all annotated
vulnerabilities weighted by their similarity to the analyzed vulnerability, with a special case of
returning 0 when there are no similar annotated vulnerabilities yet.

This formula implies that any vulnerability for which there are few or no similar annotated
vulnerabilities gets an alert decision score close or equal to 0, resulting in a TICKET alert, in
line with our hypothesis that this is the correct default reaction. Conversely, LOG and PAGE
alerts are only emitted if the vulnerability is strongly similar to known vulnerabilities that were
annotated as such.

3.5. Uncertainty Score

The active learning architecture we use [42] requires an uncertainty metric for each vulnerability,
as part of the vulnerability selection process used to submit vulnerabilities to be annotated by
the expert (which we discuss in Section 3.7). However they do not specify how to implement it.

We make the hypothesis that since TICKET is our default reaction, the closer to TICKET a
vulnerability is, the more uncertain our decision is. Conversely, the closer to LOG or PAGE a
decision is, the more certain our decision is. Therefore we compute uncertainty using Equation 7.

uncertainty(𝑣) = 1 − |score(𝑣)| (7)

Therefore the uncertainty score of a vulnerability reaches 1 the closer its decision score is to 0
(TICKET), and reaches 0 the closer its decision score is to −1 or +1 (LOG or PAGE, respectively).
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3.6. Similarity Matrix to Measure Information Density

We first describe as background the concepts of similarity matrix and information density
proposed by Settles et al [42], as they are part of our architecture. We then present a slight mod-
ification to the scheme we add in the context of a dynamic dataset such as ongoing vulnerability
disclosures.

3.6.1. Background: Similarity Matrix and Information Density

Assuming a set of 𝑛 past vulnerabilities 𝑣0 to 𝑣𝑛−1, a similarity matrix 𝑆 of size 𝑛 × 𝑛 can be
constructed using Equation 8.

∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {0, ..., 𝑛 − 1} 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = similarity(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) (8)

From the similarity matrix 𝑆we compute an information density metric for every vulnerability
by computing the average similarity of a vulnerability to every other vulnerabilities in the
dataset, including itself (therefore no vulnerability can have an information density of zero).
This is described by Equation 9.

∀𝑖 ∈ {0, ..., 𝑛 − 1} density(𝑣𝑖) =
𝑛−1
∑
𝑗=0

𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝑛

(9)

Information density is a measure of how typical a vulnerability is. When a lot of vulnerabilities
resemble each other, they all have a high similarity metric when compared to each other,
increasing the information density of each of them. Conversely, an outlier vulnerability with
few or no similar vulnerabilities has a low information density.

3.6.2. Vulnerability Dataset Truncation

Settles et al proposed the concept of similarity matrix with a static dataset in mind. However,
as many new vulnerabilities are disclosed every day, in our case the dataset is dynamic and the
creation and update of a similarity matrix are quadratic through time and space. To limit the cost,
we modify the scheme proposed by Settles et al and decide to truncate our vulnerability dataset
once it goes over a certain size. We define a hyperparameter 𝑁 for the maximum number of
vulnerabilities we find acceptable, then remove excess vulnerabilities once 𝑛 > 𝑁. For choosing
the vulnerabilities to be truncated we simply remove the oldest vulnerabilities first.

3.7. Selecting a Vulnerability to be Evaluated

The main decision task of the training phase is to select the next vulnerability to be annotated
by the expert. This raises several challenges. Selecting only the most typical vulnerabilities can
lead to submit many vulnerabilities similar to each other, with diminishing returns after the
first few ones. Conversely, selecting vulnerabilities only based on decision uncertainty leads to
submit many outliers to the expert, which does not help with getting a broader understanding
of the entire vulnerability set. Another question is how much the selection process should
be based on randomness. A solely deterministic process could get the learning stuck in local
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maxima of the vulnerability euclidean space, while leaning too much on randomness might
lead to submit too many uninteresting vulnerabilities to the expert.

To address all these challenges, we propose an approach based on the work of Settles et al [42]
which we present as background. We then propose a modification to incorporate randomness
in the selection strategy.

3.7.1. Background: Selection Score and Selection Strategy

Settles et al [42] proposed that every vulnerability eligible for annotation should be given a
selection score according to a selection strategy. They proposed several strategies for the selection
score and we choose the simplest one as a starting point, shown in Equation 10. This strategy
does not include randomness yet, which we describe in the next section.

select(𝑣) = density(𝑣) × uncertainty(𝑣) (10)

As seen in Section 3.5, when a vulnerability has no similar annotated vulnerabilities, it gets an
uncertainty score of 1. Therefore, at the beginning of the training (when there are no annotated
vulnerabilities yet) all vulnerabilities get the same uncertainty score, and the selection process
is based on information density only (we show below how we add randomness). A large group
of vulnerabilities similar to each other (and therefore with high information density) is called a
vulnerability cluster. Once more vulnerabilities get annotated inside the biggest clusters, the
uncertainty score of the unannotated vulnerabilities in the clusters progressively decreases as
there are similar annotated vulnerabilities in the knowledge base. At some point, other smaller
clusters with lower information density but higher uncertainty (as they are unexplored yet)
reach higher selection scores and get picked up first.

3.7.2. Adding Randomness to the Selection Process

With no randomness at all, the vulnerability selection is entirely deterministic, assuming a
fixed set of vulnerabilities and an expert always choosing the same alert level for the same
vulnerability. This can create problems as some vulnerability clusters are much denser than
others, leading the selection process to waste too much of the expert’s time on too few clusters.
However, selecting a vulnerability from a smaller pool of randomly chosen vulnerabilities
allows for more exploration of the vulnerability dataset as the denser clusters are not always
present in the random pool. Therefore in our work we slightly modify the selection strategy
proposed by Settles et al [42] to incorporate a certain amount of randomness by randomly
selecting 𝑟 vulnerabilities from the set of all candidates vulnerabilities to be annotated, before
applying the rules described in Equation 10 to choose a vulnerability from this random subset. 𝑟
is a hyperparameter. We claim that taken together, randomness, uncertainty, and information
density provide the foundation for a robust annotation selection process.

Our complete training algorithm, including the vulnerability selection process is described in
Algorithm 1.
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Input: V: set of all past vulnerabilities
Input: B: annotation budget for the current training phase
Input: ONLINE: boolean set to true if the current training phase is online, false if offline
Input: r: size of the random subset of vulnerabilities
while B > 0 do

C = get_all_unannotated_vulnerabilities(V);
if ONLINE then

C = retain_only_vulnerabilities_disclosed_in_last_period(C);
end
R = select_random_subset_of_vulnerabilities(C, r);
v = select_vulnerability_with_highest_selection_score(R);
submit_vulnerability_to_expert(v);
B = B - 1;

end
Algorithm 1: Training algorithm, including the vulnerability selection process.

4. Preliminary Evaluation

Our evaluation goal is to check the real-world applicability of our prediction system, designed
and configured with preliminary hypotheses, by confronting it to actual security experts in
charge of real information systems. In our experimental protocol, these experts annotate
vulnerabilities to assert their risk levels, in the context of the systems they are responsible for.
The experiment is divided in two steps: in the first step, security experts train the prediction
system, through an offline training followed by an online training, by simulating the passing
of time. Second, they evaluate the prediction system: this is done by randomly selecting
vulnerabilities, then submitting them to the prediction system and the expert simultaneously
while comparing their answers. The main difference between the two steps is that during
training the system controls which vulnerabilities are submitted to the expert, and the resulting
annotations are added to the system’s knowledge base. On the contrary during evaluation the
vulnerability selection is completely random and the expert’s annotations are only used as an
evaluation tool without being added to the system’s knowledge base.

A major challenge of this experiment is the requirement for busy security experts to com-
mit a certain amount of time to participate, such as half a day. Moreover, as the training’s
vulnerability selection process simultaneously depends on the active learning architecture, its
hyperparameters, and the expert previous choices, any iteration in the design or configuration
of the prediction system requires to undertake a brand new experiment (including the expert
full participation) to properly evaluate the changes.

In the end we have been able to complete two experiments, which we denote Experiment A
and B. The information system studied in experiment A is a server-side software development
environment, including a git server, an issue tracker, NTP and DNS servers, as well as Windows
and Linux machines using a Kerberos-based authentication protocol. The information system
studied during experiment B was also an information system for software development, with
Linux machines only. It includes a git server, a Jenkins server, an issue tracker, a wiki system,
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and is administered through SSH.
A shortcoming of this preliminary evaluation is that both experiments were done as part

of a first experimental campaign, and we have not been able to secure the launch of a second
experimental campaign based on what we learned during the first one. This campaign was
based on initial hypotheses we took, some of which turned out to be questionable, resulting in
mixed evaluation results. This is further discussed in Section 5.

We present our evaluation protocol in Section 4.1 and the results of the experiments in
Section 4.2.

4.1. Experimental Protocol

Our experimental protocol uses past CVE vulnerabilities to simulate the production deployment
of an alert system at a random past date. The protocol starts with an initial offline training
session, then simulates the passing of time for an online training session, followed by an online
evaluation session.

A major experimental constraint was that vulnerability annotations authored by our partic-
ipants were actually sensitive themselves, as they provided a lot of insights into the related
information systems. This required the whole campaign to be carried out without us ever seeing
those annotations, or storing them on our own hardware. Therefore experiments were done
exclusively on security experts’ own machines (usually laptop workstations), preventing the
use of dedicated server-grade computing resources. For this reason the vulnerability selection
process, which is computationally intensive, had to be bounded in time and resources, as the
experience had to stay interactive enough for the security expert to remain engaged while
running entirely from a lightweight workstation. This is not straightforward as a similarity
matrix for the entire CVE dataset requires hundreds of megabytes of storage, takes minutes to
compute, and is only valid for a specific time step in the simulation as new vulnerabilities and
keywords are added and discarded. We solved this engineering problem by storing all similarity
matrices needed for every time step of the simulated timeline on the experts’ workstations,
ensuring the interactivity of the experience at the cost of each experiment requiring several
hundreds of gigabytes of storage.

The experimental protocol was prepared in 2019, giving us access to all CVE vulnerabilities
disclosed between 2007 and 2018. However, as explained in Section 3.6, the computation and
storage of the vulnerability similarity matrix is quadratic in the number of vulnerabilities in
our database, and differs at every time step (as more vulnerabilities are disclosed and more
CPE URIs are added to the featurization word list). The hyperparameter 𝑁, first described
in Section 3.6, is the maximum number of vulnerabilities the prediction system retains in its
database. We empirically found that setting 𝑁 = 10000 was close to the highest value we could
set while keeping the user experience interactive using our current prototype. As we discard
older vulnerabilities first and more than 5000 vulnerabilities have been disclosed every year for
the last decade, in practice only vulnerabilities disclosed between 2014 and 2018 are actually
used in the experiment.

Regarding the annotation budget, we had initial discussions with potential participants about
the amount of time they would be able to commit to the experiments. From early participant
feedback and preliminary empirical tests, we converged on an experimental duration of half a day
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System decision
Expert decision LOG TICKET PAGE

LOG 46 39 0
TICKET 4 2 0
PAGE 5 4 0

Table 1
Evaluation results for experiment A. Correct decisions: 48. False positives: 39. False negatives: 13.

System decision
Expert decision LOG TICKET PAGE

LOG 35 36 6
TICKET 5 12 1
PAGE 2 3 0

Table 2
Evaluation results for experiment B. Correct decisions: 47. False positives: 45. False negatives: 10.

consisting in annotating 300 vulnerabilities, an amount to be divided into offline training, online
training, and online evaluation. This budget was the best compromise between participant’s
availability and experimental validity.

Our first intuition was to divide the annotation budget evenly between offline training, online
training, and online evaluation, providing a budget of 100 annotations for each step. For online
training and evaluation, we also have to divide the budget into a number of weeks of simulated
time and a number of vulnerabilities to be annotated per week. For online evaluation we settled
on an even divide of 10 annotations per week during 10 weeks of simulated time. However
early informal experiments highlighted a potential problem for online training: it is common
for many vulnerabilities affecting the same software or hardware to be disclosed simultaneously,
creating a risk of wasting part of the training budget as most vulnerabilities disclosed in a single
period are affecting the same software. For this reason, we decided to spread the online training
budget on more weeks, with only 8 annotations per week during 12 weeks of simulated time,
for a total of 304 vulnerability annotations in the entire experiment.

The last hyperparameter to set was 𝑟, the number of randomly picked vulnerabilities to be
ranked during the vulnerability selection process. Early informal experiments highlighted the
risk of getting stuck into local maxima when carrying a mostly deterministic vulnerability se-
lection process. Therefore we decided to let randomness have an important role in vulnerability
selection by setting 𝑟 = 10. We hypothesized that this setting would let the training process
propose varied vulnerabilities to the expert, while still having a high probability of having at
least one interesting vulnerability to submit to the expert among the ten random ones.

4.2. Results

Evaluation results for experiments A and B are shown in Table 1 and 2. Correct decisions are
shown in the diagonal row. False positives (for which the system chose a higher alert level than
the expert) are shown above the diagonal, while false negatives (for which the system chose a
lower alert level than the expert) are shown below.
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Results show that our approach can be improved: less than half of the decisions are identical
between the system and the expert, with a very high number of false positives yet a significant
amount of false negatives. The most common type of false positives is a vulnerability deemed
benign by the expert (LOG, no alert raised) for which the system created a non-urgent TICKET
for inspection during working hours. This is a consequence of the low base rate of non-LOG
vulnerabilities (experts for experiment A and B respectively classified 85 % and 77 % of evaluation
vulnerabilities as LOG) coupled with our design choice of favoring TICKET as a default response.

As we said in Section 4.1, we did not get access to the expert’s annotations for neither
experiment A or B. However, for experiment B we had the opportunity to follow up with the
expert’s team to get some insight into the evaluation process. An important discovery made
during this follow-up is that at least five false negatives from experiment B are actually human
errors instead of prediction errors (the five vulnerabilities annotated as PAGE by the expert
were incorrectly annotated during the evaluation and the participant actually agrees with the
system’s decisions). According to the participant, this is partly due to a specific keyword in
the vulnerability description that incorrectly startled him, and partly due to annotation fatigue,
which we discuss in Section 5. We chose not to correct our results following this information for
two reasons: first, there have been no comprehensive review of all evaluation vulnerabilities for
neither experiments, leaving the possibility of even more undetected human errors. Moreover,
we consider expert error a real-world condition that should be acknowledged by a robust
evaluation protocol.

5. Discussion

As said previously, for both experiments A and B we did not get access to the 304 vulnerabilities
submitted to the expert, nor the annotations provided by the expert, for confidentiality reasons.
Under these conditions we can only speculate about what went right or wrong during the
automated decision process, and can outline some design changes we would propose in the
advent of another experimental campaign.

5.1. Experimental Limitations

It is likely that a budget of 304 vulnerabilities is not enough for both training and evaluating
our prediction system. It is noteworthy that in the context of a production prediction system,
having a security operator annotate vulnerabilities one hour a week for a year would result in
an order of magnitude increase in annotation budget compared to our experimental campaign.
We do not know how such an increase in budget would affect decision accuracy.

5.2. Decision Quality

For this work we only used dimensions generated by the keyword extraction pipeline described
in our previous work [24], with past CPE URIs used as a filtering whitelist to prevent too many
noisy keywords. This raises two risks: the quality of the extracted names may not be good
enough for accurate decisions and comparing vulnerabilities by affected software alone may
not be enough for proper risk analysis. As we could not study ourselves the training and
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evaluation data, we delivered a debugging tool to experimenters allowing them to look back
at any evaluation vulnerability. Using this tool they could list the training vulnerabilities that
were considered similar, and the keywords from which the similarity arose. While they did
not have time to do a comprehensive analysis of all evaluation decisions, they did report some
valuable insights. Many decision mistakes were due to incorrect links between vulnerabilities,
due to noisy keywords that are nevertheless present in the CPE URI whitelist: this is the case for
common technical words such as “internet” (present in the whitelist because of many software
names starting with Internet Explorer ), “api” (because of software names such as Broker API or
API connect), “credentials” (because of software names such as Credential Bindings). It could be
worthwhile to improve the filtering capabilities of our keyword extraction pipeline, as well as
giving security experts the opportunity to blacklist keywords that led to incorrect decisions in
the past. Last but not least, it would be interesting to evaluate how adding other vulnerability
properties would help risk analysis.

5.3. Expert Expectations

When explaining our experimental protocol to participants we did our best to convey that the
current prediction system is only based on affected software names, and does not take into
account other properties such as affected versions or vulnerability severity. However we never
met directly the participant for experiment A (we presented the protocol to his colleagues) and
more than a year had passed between initial project presentation and the starting of experiment
B. This means participants may have forgotten (or were never aware to begin with) of this
limitation while participating in the experiment, and participant’s feedback following the
experiments left this point unclear. If it was confirmed that security experts tend to include
other information such as version or severity into their vulnerability analysis, this would be a
strong indicator that more vulnerability properties are needed to increase prediction accuracy.

Another point where our system may have differed from participants’ expectations is our
choice to consider TICKET as a default choice. Our initial hypothesis was that false negatives are
worse than false positives, as they imply the presence of an unmitigated risk for the information
system. Many security experts we talked to disagreed with us: most of them told us that they
had too many alerts from too many monitoring systems to handle them all, and they did not have
time to check all newly disclosed CVE vulnerabilities manually. Therefore they strongly prefer
some false negatives (which is not worse than their current situation) to false positives (which
create more alerts for them to handle). A future version of this prediction system could allow
the possibility for the security expert to choose a default alert behavior she feels appropriate.

5.4. Hyperparameters Tuning

Our learning system and evaluation protocol both require many hyperparameters, creating a
hyperstate space too vast to be explored comprehensively. This is a problem shared by many
machine learning endeavors, as changing a hyperparameter value requires the training to be
started over from scratch. However active learning is especially vulnerable to this phenomenon
as training requires the active participation of a human, and the choice of a sample to be
annotated during training is impacted by the hyperparameters settings. As security experts’
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time is expensive, any hyperparameter mistake is very costly. Many big and small decisions must
be taken to prepare such an evaluation protocol, sometimes without the ability to justify these
decisions appropriately. When the participating human is expected to be a domain-knowledge
expert (as in our case), retraining the model is very expensive and doing it repeatedly is not
possible in practice.

5.5. Decision Explicability

In our opinion, our lack of access to this campaign’s experimental data validates our design
choice to consider decision explicability as a critical property of a security decision system. This
enables us to design self-serving debugging tools usable by participants, giving them the ability
to understand by themselves the reasons why predictions succeeded or failed. The participants
were able to give us all the valuable insights we discussed in this section while still keeping
the sensitive details of their information system confidential. As discussed in Section 5.2, a
natural next step would be to give the expert the tools to improve by themselves the quality
of a decision after having diagnosed its root cause. A proposal that is simple for experts to
understand and easy for us to implement would be to allow the expert to manually blacklist a
low-quality keyword, for instance after having debugged an incorrect alert decision.

6. Conclusion

In this article we presented the initial design of an automated vulnerability risk analysis pre-
diction system that can immediately choose an appropriate alert level for a just-disclosed
vulnerability. It is interactively trained by a security operator using active learning: by mimick-
ing the alert decisions of the human operator, the prediction system can gradually learn which
vulnerabilities are considered important in the context of a specific information system. The
system is based on an active learning architecture proposed by Settles et al [42] that includes the
computation of a cosine similarity matrix and an information density vector. We modified this
architecture to handle dynamic datasets such as the flow of vulnerability disclosures and to add a
controllable amount of randomness in the vulnerability selection process. The architecture also
uses our own work on vulnerability keyword extraction (described in our previous work [24])
as a featurization scheme.

This contribution is still at an early stage. Our experimental results show some of our initial
design choices could be revisited. However, security experts we collaborated with expressed
great interest in the concept and their collaboration was a crucial aspect of this contribution.
Notably, this partnership highlighted how decision explicability is an important factor for
real-world applicability of machine learning for security alerting. Going forward we would
like to carry on this relationship onward as well as extend it to include even more participants,
opening the door to a more iterative research process and more sound experimental protocols.
Validating such a system would be an important step forward in the defense against newly
disclosed vulnerabilities, allowing organizations to set up an around-the-clock vulnerability
monitoring system while only requiring their security operators to work during regular hours
to train the system.
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